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What was the best part
about May Daze°
The Guardian booth.
The streaker. ,
::

Brad Polluck Delta Tau Delta member, gets pelted A/ith eggs at the Greek Carnival on
May 10. The event was part of Wright State's annu il Greek Week.

The Four Universal Elements!!!

Puddin' rasslin'.
r don't really remember what I did on May 4.

28%

Campus Crime
*

E a r n $14%15 base a p p t .
Guaranteed starting pay!
10-40 fws/wk. We train!
Co-ops/Scholarships awarded. Conditions Exist.
Call Mon.-Fri., 11-6p.m. 436-3580
www.workforstudents.com

COOL STI FF
WANTED:

Plato's Closet is a cool, new retail store in Dayton that buys and
sells gently used, brand name teen apparel, shoes and accessories for both girls and guys such as Abercrombie & Fitch, CAP,
Tommy Hilfiger, Polo, Old Navy, Express, J. Crew, Nike, FUBU.
Sell us your cool clothing, outerwear, shoes, CD's and gel paid
on the spot for all items accepted! Clothing must be in good
condition and current style. No appointment! Check us out!

PLATA'S
CLOSET

Beavercreek

Centerville
2476 Commons Blvd
101 E. Alex Bell Rd.
In Cross Pointe Center
off N. Fairfield next to C,olden Cerra!
937-427-5224
937-312-9321
Stoir hours: Monday-SiiIur(Ki> 10 .1: o H pm Sunday noon-5pm

Arson/ Related offense
May 7: Criminal damaging
to a car was reported in Lot
7.
May 9: Criminal damaging
to a car was reported on
Zink Road.
May 10: Criminal mischief
was reported in the television Center.
Larceny/ Theft
May 6: A cell phone was
reported stolen in the
Nutter Center.
May 7: A cell phone was
reported stolen in Fawcett
Hall.

.« y

May 7: A cell phone was
reported stolen in the
College Park Apartments.
May 8: Criminal damaging
and theft from a motor
vehicle were reported in
Lot 7.
May 8: A car stereo was
reported stolen on Village
Drive.
May 10: Theft from a
motor vehicle was reported
at the Nutter Center.

Offense of Public Peace
May 10: A fire alarm was
reported falsely activated
in the College Park
Apartments.

Liquor offenses
May 9: Two individuals
were cited for underage
possession.

Traffic
May 9: An individual was
cited for leaving the scene
Oi'" an accident in Lot 7.

Robbery/
Burglary/Trespassing
May 9: An individual was
escorted off campus for
criminal trespassing for
preaching in an unauthorized area of The Quad.

News Bits
• Med student gets
$1.02 million for
missed diagnosis
Thomas Brady, WSU medical student in remission
from testicular cancer,
received SI.02 million in
damages from a Centerville
urologist this week after
the physician failed to diagnose the disease. In 1998,
Brady noticed a pea-sized
lump in his testicle and
went to Dr. Daniel B. Miller,
who told him he had nothing to worry about, according to court documents. A
year later, a large tumor

was found in his abdomen
and cancer in his testicle,
liver, lung and lymph nodes
all traced to testicular cancer. The trial lasted a week
and a half before the jury
ruled against Miller.

• Family medicine
ranks third in nation
The Wright State School of
Medicine ranked third in the
nation in the percentages of
its graduates entering family
medicine residencies in the
three-year period from 1998
to 2001. WSU was one of
only five medical schools in

the U.S. to be awarded the
Family Practice Silver
Achievement Award from
the American Academy of
Family Physicians.
• Alarm evacuates
Student Union
Students and workers were
evacuated from the Student
Union at 10 a.m. on May 8
when dust from The
Marketplace construction
tripped a smoke detector.
The Fairborn Fire
Department responded and
let people return after
about half a half hour.
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News
Graduation rates include some surprises
By Jake Stanley
Staff Writer
For a variety of reasons,
most students spend a bit
more than four years at fouryear institutions, though
many find it surprising how
long it takes to earn a bachelor's degree.

According to statistics
from the Office of Budget
and Planning anr lesource
Analysis the mi Jian duration
of schooling for those pursuing a degree at Wri :ht State
is 4.75 years, inclucrng taking classes throughout the
summer. For a typical threequarter schedule, the num-

ber jumps to 6.33 years.
The median is figured b>
compiling each specific duration period and taking the
middle number of the group.
This means that for half of
WSU's students, it takes less
than six years to get a
degree, and for half it takes
more.

'I.'
ation is compiled I
ool because
it's requi.
report to the
government i d prospective
students" parents.
Freshman computer science student Ripa Patel says
that she reduced her course
load from 18 to 16 credit
hours because of the volume

of work. "I am planning on
getting done in four and a
half years going all quarters
including summer," said
Patel.
WSIl discontinued compiling the mean average,
what many think of when
they hear the word "aver-

see "Graduation" D. 7

Wright State University - Main Campus
Full-time Direct From High School Degree Freshmen
Entering Fall 1994, Graduation Rates
Fall 1994
Intended College
Business & Administration
Education/Human Services
Engineering/Computer Science
Liberal Arts
Nursing
Science and Math
Undecided
Total

# of
Students
221 13.2%
204 12.3%
202 12.1%
236 14.1%
126
7.5%
249 14.9%
422 25.9%
1671

Graduated
4 Years
30
13.6%
23
11.3%
22
10.9%
35
14.8%
18
14.3%
39
15.7%
6.2%
21
194 27.9%

Graduated
S Years

67
58
71
69
37
73
92
467

30.3%
28.4%
35.1%
29.2%
29.4%
29.3%
21.2%
27.9%

Graduated
6 Years
37.6%
33.3%
42.1%
33.1%
34.1%
34.5%
25.9%
27.9%

BSU officers electedUnderage partiers punished
By Kimberly Short
Staff Writer

Students hit the polls
May 13 and 14 to vote for
next year's senior officers in
the Black Student Union.
Joshua Mooya, an MIS
major, and Curtis Mann III, a
mass communications
major, ran unnopposed and

won the offices ol president
and vice president, respectively.
Tian Blunt, a marketing
rmyor, beat out Francine
Smith for the office of secretary. Kaleisha Logan, an education major, is next year's
treasurer, garnering more
votes than Travis Smith. The

see "BSU" p. 7

Wright State students vote in this week's BSU elections.
The race saw the lowest turnout in years.
Photo by J.D. Giffin

«

Arrested students face police, parents, WSIl
By Dan Brock
Staff W r i t e r

A handful of WSU students are facing potential
fines, community service and
mandatory attendance of
alcohol education progiams
as a result of citations given
after May Daze celebrations.
The majority of the citations
were handed out for underage consumption and possession of alcohol.
Outside of legal penalties, those cited also face
potential disciplinary action
from Wright State Universityofficials. When a student
under the age of 21 is cited
for an alcohol offense the
University usually makes
parenlal notification a priority. There is also an alcohol
and drug education class
first-time offenders are

required to take.
"The goal of the universitiy's discipline process is
to assist the student in
understanding how they may
have violated our policy, how
that violation may have
affected them or others and
to motivate them not to do it
again." said Gary Dickstein,

Director of Judicial Affairs.
WSU and Fairborn police
piovided security for the
after May Daze festivities
but combined, gave only 15
citations to celebratory
eight of which were for
underage offenses.
Agents of the Ohio

see "Arrests" p. 4

An under, ge student (back left) smiles as a police officer
issues citations for underage possession and selling to
Photo provided by Kellie Barney
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Student apathy prevails at state primaries
By fy Swonger
For The Guardian
Despite a controversial
and crucial race, students
and other registered voters
showed poc fly in the polls
at the May 7 primaries.
Of Ohio's 7.1 million
register voters, 27 percent
were projected to participate
in last week's GOP primaries. However, the turnout
fell just short of the prediction, settling at 23 percent.
Ohio's third District race
included former Dayton
mayor, Mike Turner,
President and CEO of Brown
Publishing, Roy Brown and
Washington Township businessman Greg Hunter. This

u

campaign.
emerged as
Turner
one of the
is now slatmore publiYou're g o i n g up
ed to face
cized and
against a major politDemocrat
anticipated
ical apathy,
Rick Crane
tickets on the
in the
ballot.
-Richard Daye, an
November
Turner
English graduate
general electook the third
student
tion for a
district,
seat in the
receiving a
Ohio House
landslide 80
of
percent of the
Representatives. Crane ran
votes in the Republican GOP
unopposed.
primary.
With only an 11-seat
However, Turner won't
majority held by the
have much time to bask in
Republicans, and the newlyhis victory. "The only poll
redrawn third District conthat matters is the poll on
sisting of Montgomery
Election Day," said Shannon
County, Highland County.
Jones, manager of Turner's

JJ

fhy Business Professionals

>OSE WRIGHT STATE
their MBA
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*iat-

An MBA degree f r o m W r i g h t S t a t e
University can help you take
y o u r career t o n e w h e i g h t s .

lr*

•

More c o n c e n t r a t i o n s t h a n any
o t h e r area school, so you can
c u s t o m tailor your MBA degree.

•

Relevant c u r r i c u l u m such as
E-Commerce a n d I n t e r n a t i o n a l
Business, because local
business leaders say they need
professionals w i t h a global
perspective.

I • Faculty w i t h real-world
experience a n d close ties to
local b u s i n e s s .
j

• Designed for working
professionals, w i t h e v e n i n g a n d
late-afternoon classes.

• Conveniently located right off
1-675Choose the best of the best - t h e
first MBA program in the M i a m i
Valley to be accredited by AACSB
International.

-f-fr
•
O
Raj Soln College of Businei *i
i T v 3 . 1
O O i l ! www.wright.edu/business/rnba/
„
Tr-rr
r
(937)775-3645
C o l l e g e of B u s i n e s s
W R I G H T STATE
i/w 1 v /•; /< s / / Y

fi 1 AACSB

Clinton County and parts of
Warren County, political
an^lvsts are depicting this
r.
*ical to both part ki-

ll the obvious
imp
of this primary,
studen
J seem to
remain incredulous and
withdrawn from the political
arena, according to Richard
Daye, an English graduate
student.
"You're going up against
major political apathy.' said
Daye. "When it come. down
to it, the kids don't rust
these guys. They set the
candidates' campaign ads on
telev ision slamming one
another. What do you

expect?"
Among the majority of
students questioned, timewas the deciding factor in
whether or not they voted.
"I just don't have the
time," says Kari McGee, an
early childhood major. "I
have class during the day
and then work in the
evening."
Regardless of how many
or how students vote, elected officials are making the
decisions for the public,
according to Daye.
"Government is a necessary
evil," he said, quoting
Thomas Paine.

ed that of the conventional
police officers.
WSU student Aaron
Department of Public Safety,
Flannery was cited for
commonly referred to as
underage consumption dur"liquor agents", made the
ing May Daze party but he
bulk of the arrests. The
understands that its the risk
agents made 3.i arrests, all
he took. "I was over at
but one were for underage
Cimarron drinking a beer
consumption/possession or
and two guys popped up and
the sale of alcohol to minors.
asked for my
"Our priID. I'm not bitorities are
ter about it.
I w a s over at
cracking
They
were just
Cimarron drinking a
down on
doing their job
beer and t w o guys
underage
and I happ o p p e d up and
possession
pened to be
a s k e d for my ID
and conunlucky," said
sumption of
Flannery.
-Aaron Flannery,
alcohol and
Others
those who
WSU Student
cited actually
would sell
J y enjoyed the
liquor to
experience. "A group of
minors," said Julie Ehrhart,
friends and 1 were linking
spokeswoman for the Ohio
when we were approached
Department of Public Safety.
by a liquor agent who cited
"Not only do we make
us for underage. I'm not
arrests, but we are also
upset about it because the
responsible for educating
agents and police were really
the public on exactly what
nice. It was a good memory
the liquor laws arc."
and we even got some good
The liquor agents work
pictures with the cops," said
undercover, which explains
WSU student Kellie Barney.
why their arrests far exceed-

"Arrests" c o n t i n u e d

u

NOW 5 T OPEN

PLAY FREE
With this coupon and
o n e paid admission.
Expires 0/1/02
Original North Location
Only
@ 4430 N, Main (Rt. 48) in
Forest Park Plaza

(937) 274-8689
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Sexual Assault Week

What are you looking at?
The Guardian

StuCsnt, (acuity coalition confronts violence
By Dan Brock
Staff W r i t e r
Wright State recognized
the ninth-annual Sexual
Assault Awareness Week
with a series of events
designed to educate community members. The activities
were held from May 6 to 9.
Every two minutes,
someone is sexually assaulted somewhere in America.
"People tend to focus on a
problem immediately follow
ing an incident. Sexual
Assault Awareness Week was
designed to make people
aware of the prevalence,"
said Amy Sues, associate
director of Student Life.
The theme of this year's
Sexual Assault Awareness
Week was "sexual assault
affects everyone." "The
theme recognizes that
whether or not you are a victim, you are affected by this
tragedy ," said Sues.
The Coalition Against
Sexual Assault (CAS.A), a
group consisting of WSU students, staff members and
faculty , organized the week's

activities. The week was also
sponsored by the Office of
Student Lif 'he Women's
Center, the Center for
Psychological Services,
Affirmative Action, Student
Government, Kesidence
Services, Greek Affairs,
Judicial Affairs and Greene
County Victim Witness.
The events kicked off
with a showing of the film
War Zone. The movie centers
around the problem of sexual harassment.
Later that night a mock
rape trial was held in the
Medical Sciences Auditorium.
There were more than 150 in
attendance to observe the
simulated goings on of an
actual courtroom. Practicing
prosecuting lawyers from
Greene County along with 20
WSU student volunteers lent
a hand to bring the event to
life.
There was a discussion
held on the sexual abuse of
childr'-n, on May 7. The
emphasis of the conference
dealt with legalities surrounding the issue.
A program called "Men

are Victims, too" was on May
!) to recognize males fac ing
the threat of sexual assault.
Although most publicity surrounding sexual assault
revolves around victimized
women and children, statistics show that one in every
five men will be accosted.
'"Men are Victims, too' highlighted the little known facts
about miMe sexual assault."
said Sues.
The CASA originally
planned to a "Take Back the
Night" march and a "Real
Men Forum" for May 8, but
the events have been
rescheduled for 8 p.m. on
Monday, May 20.
The "Real Men Forum"
will serve as a venue for
male community members lo
discuss their responsibilities
in sexual assault issues. "A
male-only forum creates a
safe environment for mi i to
challenge one another on
sexist views and also enables
men to share ideas on how
to support a loved one who
has been sexually assaulted,"
said Sues.

see "Assult" p. 6
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Research helps science, pays students
By Jake Stanley
Staff Writer

said graduate student Kevin
Gildea. According to Gildea,
1G subjects are taken in at a
time, and four to live groups
are run throughout the day.
Th stuJy, known as
Team Training Laboratory.
requires a otal of nine
hours for i >ch participant
over a five-day period. The
Disk Operating System game
was developed in the mid
1980s and is used for methods of training complex
skills according to Gildea.
With funding through a

S'gns lining ihe halls
enticing students to play
video games and get paid
are pari of one of many
research studies on campus.
Participants can earn
S6.75 per hour for playing
video games, or taking part
in other harmless studies.
"We've had a heavy response, but we have never
had to turn anyone away,"

THE Q A Y J O N ART I N S T I T U T E

FRIDAY "
PARTYI

Featuring

Tfre

MAY 17
7:001011:00 P.m.

PartV Outside!
ADMISSION

Piaving your lavorltB tunes bv
ihe Wallflowers, Peter Gabriel
Billy loel Lenny Kraviu.
Creeo and moral

•
t

Non-members
J
y U FfM lor museum members

3

multi-university research initiate grant administered by
the Air Force Office of
Scientific Research, the project'..targets "flying, command
and control" and "cognitive
skills similar to a pilot," said
Gildea, "giv ing direct implications for the military." The
research also has implications for industries that have
employees working as teams
over the web from different
locations.
The studies were administered oxer the past year by
Wayne Shebilske and Pamela
Tsang, principal co-investigators at WSU, Judson
Workman, lab manager and
Gildea and Kellie Plummer,
graduate students. This is in
conjunction with the
Department of Computer
Science at Texas A&M
University in College Station,
fx.
All right-handed male
subjects partake in the studies keeping the field of variance between subjects limited.
Another study being

"Assault" continued
I he "Take Back the
Night" march is designed to
allow women to walk the
campus at night, escort-free,

CALL 223-4ART

"'ministered is set
and underiavigational
es on the
tional Space
Males Onty
Sum
according
to Workman.
Test subjects
are asked to complete tasks of
learning and to
find locations within the simulation
while their loot mg
positions are
changed.
The information obtained is to
be used to teach
skills to astronauts
for emergency situations.
I he study is
An inte ested student gets informabeing funded by
tion on a campus research project.
the NASA sponsored National Space Biotask, as well as with scienMedical Research Institute
tists from other universities
and Brooks Air Force Base.
including MIT.
Shebilske collaborates
In addition to pay, stuon these studies with
dents from Psychology 105
Workman, graduate students
and 110 can earn extra credRegina Buccello and Marjorie
it points towards their grade.

without fear of being
attacked.
"Information is power.
Attending these programs
will help you better under-

stand the societal issue of
sexual assault or help you
help someone you know who
has been assaulted," said
Sues.
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"Graduation" continued school in the fall of 1994,
age." According to Barb
Bullock, assistant director of
Budget Planning and
Resource Analysis, this is
because "it penalized WSU."
This is because "there
are no limitations to when
students can finish their
degrees," said Bullock. "They
may spend several years at a
time away from the pursuit
of their degree," she added.
Latin major Jacob
Sacksteder is in his fourth
year, typically taking eight
credit hours per quarter so
he can "work three days a
week and stay away from
debt."
"I thought it would be
around four and a half to
five |years|. I probably
wouldn't mind staying that
long though," commented
social sciences junior Levi
Papst.
Of the 1671 students
who entered as degree-seeking students out of high

only 11.6 percent graduated
by summer 11)98. The number increases up to 555, or
33.2 percent for six years.
Some of the more selective and challenging areas of
study, such as engineering
and computer science, show
a high percentage of students graduating, but oft ,
with a different degree.
Of those students who
started in the College of
Engineering and Computer
Science and graduated within
six years, 20.8 percent
obtained a degree in his or
her original field whereas
13.9 percent earned a degree
from the Raj Soin College or
Business.
This may be in part to
students' interests changing
once they take new classes
outside their major, says Nav
Brar, a University College
advisor.
"Some students may find
a major that gets them
where they want to be

through a different path,"
added Brar.
Brar attributes the time
it takes students to graduate
to students' uncertainty of
what they may want to do
coming in, difficulties getting into classes and lower
levels of skill needed to get
into a major.
Lots of students take
smaller course loads earlier
in their college career
according to Brar. Students
may often have the belief
"why rush towards a goal
you don't know what it is?"
she added.
Only 6.2 percent of
those entering as undeclared
obtain a decree in some field
within four years, and 25.9
percent within six years.
Both are the lowest rate of
graduation from the four to
six year span included in the
study.

Stacey Bidlack prepares for graduation and
wmcommencement attire in the Books'ore. Bidlack has worked
six years for her bachelor's de jree in in fine arts.
Photo by Alf Butler

We triple dog dare you
The Guardian

"Antique Capital of t h e Midwest"
"BSU" continued
new officers will take over at
the end of summer quarter.
The candidates were
unavailable for comment.
Campaign issues were
few but important. Mooya's
main issue was more student
involvement all over campus,
not just within the BSU, and

also for the B.SU to makemore students aware of what
is going on with the organization.
Both Blunt and Francine
Smith addressed the issues
of making thi minutes from
the BSU meetings more public and promoting awareness
of BSU activities.
Fewer than 200 hundred

students voted, according to
Monice Morgan, the current
BSU president. This was a
big decrease compared to
previous y ears. This may be
due to the ongoing construction around the BSU and the
lack of advertisements from
the candidates, according to
Morgan.
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Column by
Don Bruce,
Opinions
Editor

Tonight at 12:01
a.m., I will no longer be
with you poor mortal
fools on this backwater
of a planet called Earth.
No, by 12:01 a.m.
May. 16, 2002,1 will
already have transported myself into a world
of imagination that first
snared me in 1979 as a
balloon-eyed six year
old struck dumb by the
brilliance, the beauty,
the behemoth that was
Star Wars: A New Hope.
If you have managed to keep yourself

from your cell phone, television, radio or the Net, you ...
may have made it this far
without knowing that Star
HVjr.v Episode 2: Attack of the
Clones, opens this Thursday.
If so here's your wake up
call—Whaaaaaaa Staaaaar
Waaaaars—ooh ah Star
Wars!!!
In honor of this momentous moment in history (I'm
not kidding). 1 would like to
offer to each of you my wisdom of life gleaned from
years of devotion to the
great bulbous one's (George
Lucas) personal inter-galactic
playground.
1) Friendship overcomes
everything: Luke, Leia,
Chewbacca and others manage to infiltrate the hide-outs
of one of the most infamous
and cruel criminals in the

frv l>aut kalis
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galaxy (Jabba the Hut) just to
rescue Han Solo from being a
damn fine wall decoration.
2) Hate takes no effort;
love takes tremendous effort:
Luke finds it easy to hate his
father (Darth Vader) and
even attacks him, but it took
three whole movies for Vader
to come around to the good
side and save his boy.
3) Construction workers
should pick jobs carefully
(with apologies to Clerks):
the independent contractors
on the second Death Star got
what they had coming to
them for working with the

SEX POESN'*!" JUST'SELL

Empire (they got blown the
f**k up).
4) "Nothing beats a good
blaster" (Han Solo): guns are
good, m'kay?
5) Age brings wisdom:
Luke should have known better than not listening to
Yoda about confronting
Vader, the ol' green guy had
870-some years on him.
6) Don't sleep around: If
Luke had ever gotten around
to what all of us kids wanted
him to back in the day, he
would've had a difficult time
explaining to the kids how
Leia and he were both their
aunt and uncle and their parents (you never know who
that stranger at the bar could
be).
I know, I know, there are
definitely more than six lessons to be learned from Star
Wars, but hey I'm pressed for
time here.
I have to finish this
story, lay out my section and
then head to Showcase
Cinema Dayton South to get
in line and make sure I have
optimum seats for tonight's
opening.
With that, this is your
friendly neighborhood opinions editor (oops switching
up my movies) wishing you a
fond opening day of the fifth
installment of the greatest
my th of our time, Star Wars.
By the way—if you need
me in Ihe next couple of
days, don't bother coming to
find me, I'll be in a galaxy
far, far away...

I
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Rrund the loop: L ; 20 shuttle
As a freshman attending

•4 all go bite hin" needs. WSU and living in the Woods,

Raider Profile:
expand focus
Do you ever wonder
what that girl's major is? Or
if Professor so-and-so is married?
Or what language those
two passers b> were speaking? Or bow that boy got his
hair to do that?
I have a suggestion to
enhance the inclusiveness
and overall quality of The
Guardian. I would like to s''e
the "Raider Profile" expanded to include all WSU students, administrators, faculty
and staff.
I assume that the Raider
Profile is exclusive to athletes. Although I always
enjoy reading their profiles, I
would eiyoy this section
more if it pooled from all
who are associated with
Wright State, from the president to the custodial service
staff.
Athletes should still be
included.
I believe such an expansion would be enjoyed by all
of The Guardian's readership.
My suggestion stems
from observing the many
interesting people who other
wise w ould never make a
headline.
We may or may not
agree with what they have to
say, but they deserve a voice
nevertheless.
These are the people we
study with, live with and
simply commingle with on a
day-to-day basis. They are
you and me.
Mitchell Eubank
Freshman,
English

I have to park my car in lot
20.
Lot 20 is far enough
from housing that Wright
State offers a shuttle service
to and from it.
This shuttle service supposedly runs every ten to
twenty minutes, granted it's
on time.
The shuttle service
should come on time
because of safety issues and
the responsibilities of the students to get
their schoolwork done.
Last year
this was a hot
topic of student
complaints and
WSU still has not done anything about it.
It is not safe to leave students stranded in a parking

lot for a long period. Lot 20
is not a well-lit area for students to be waiting in the
dark late at night.
Besides the stadium
lights at the far side of the
lot, there are only eight
lights and three emergency
posts that are located on
opposite ends of the lot.
What if you had to park
far from the emergency
posts, had an emergency,
and needed to call for help?
1 don't think there is any
logic to having a
{shuttle service
that takes you
back to the
|dorms if it doesn't even take you
close to the
dorms.
The shuttledrops you off at the parking
information lot (lot 7), which
means you still have to walk
through the wooded paths.

So not only have you
been waiting for the shuttle
in the parking lot
but also you still
have to walk
through a pathway surroundci i
by trees with
only one light
post.
1 know from
experience that it
is not safe to walk alone or
even in a small group at
night. I was robbed walking
to my car in Cincinnati, so
for me to have to sit in the
dark then walk through
woods to get to my dorm
building is scary.
Having students walk in
these conditions is a red flag
for crime. Why won't the
shuttle just drive through
the loop of the woods to
drop us off where there are
more people and lights?
I know it is hard for

some people to understand
why it is scary to walk alone
or to be alone in
|a dark parking
jlot, but for a
|woman it is.
Men do not
|have this fear as
much as women,
because they are
usually not victims of crimes
such as rape. Men probably
do not even feel threatened
walking alone or being in a
dark parking lot.
Making the shuttle arrive
more on time and having it
go through the loop hi the
Woods resident dorms will
help to make the students
feel more comfortable physically and emotionally.

Ixtura Tale,
Freshman,
Psychology

I want my world news at WSU
I read The Guardian
week after week and 1 have
noticed there are never any
current events making the
headlines.
In the last month, there
has been only one article on
world news. It was in the
April 3, 2002 paper entitled,
"Bush in the Middle East."
Are we not in a war? Is
there not trouble in the
world? Is everything that
happens in the world just
happening at Wright State?
I am not asking for coverage like The New York
Times or The Chicago
Tribune. 1 am asking for a
perspective of world events
from a student writer.
I wonder what other
kids my age think of the war
or any world event, and The

very interesting and would
Guardian would be a great
catch their eye.
medium for students to find
If there were more topout what their peers think of
ics on world events in The
such topics.
Guardian, students would be
More kids at WSU read
more aware of what is going
The Guardian than any other
on in the world. Students '
paper on campus.
would also gain
Kids pick up the
Is
e
v
e
r
y t h i n g knowledge from
paper to see how
t h a t h a p p e n s reading world
well the sports
in t h e world h a p - events.
teams are doing
and what student p e n i n g a t Wright
Isn't that whyfunctions are
State?
we at college, to
going on at the
J J gain more knowledge?
university, why not to see
Students will become
what students think of curmore
aware
of other cultures
rent events?
and beliefs. WSU is a very
I usually start with the
diverse campus with many
sports page and then look
different views.
for interesting headlines
Publishing articles on
throughout the paper.
world news would help some
This is what other kids
of those foreigners keep up
my age do too, and 1 know
on things going on in their
that reading world events is

u

home country.
It will holn friends of
foreigners understand the
countries their friends are
from without any awkward
questions.
Adding current events to
the paper would not hurt or
hinder the great reputation
of The Guardian, nor would
it be harmful to the reader.
The Guardian does a
great job at covering the topics revolving around WSU,
and I would not like to see
that journalism go, but
adding current events would
be the greatest thing for The
Guardian to do.

Malt Reiners,
Freshman,
Marketing
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display

It Shur is Purdy:

By Lori Anne Agricola
Staff Writer
WSU art students Donny
Jackson, Beck Tsaloff, Josh
Burnett, Jamie Kivisto and
Michael McLain will present
an art exhibition of unconventional flair. It Shur is
Purdy, on Tuesday, May 21
through Saturday, June 1, in
the Student Union Art
Gallery.
Each of the artists bring
a different perspective and
artistic style to the exhibi
tion. "We're five very different artists," said McLain.
"Josh, Jamie and Beck work
fairly large, while Donny and
I go pretty small." According
to McLain, none of the artists
conform to the typical style
that WSU produces.
Each artist gave a brief
artist's statement and
explained a little bit about
his or her art. "For me the
image must be immediate!,
graspable," said McLain. "My
personal struggle is to create
life from void. My goal is to
eclipse the atrocities of
human nature."
McLain's paintings tend
to be geometrical. He uses

{groove}

"Nocturne" by Michael Mclain, acrylic on canvas.
is "capturing the moment
where memory and dreams
and the present all overlap."
Her goal is to "try to
encompass what it feels like
to be alive. Our existences
are so multi-layered. 1 want
to convey the filter that I
experience life through."
Jackson's work consists
mostly of drawings and
prints. He is interested in
"the line, the thing that has
no beginning or end." He
wants the viewer to see "my

world, my art, my frustration, my line."
The artists are planning
a reception for their show,
the date of which is still
undecided. It will include
food and wine, as well as live
music.
It Shur is Purdy will open
on Tuesday, May 21 and run
until Saturday, June 1, in the
Student Union Art Gallery.
Check flyers around campus
for further details.

] Music, poetry and a drunken clown all in one show

By Lori Anne Agricola
Staff Writer
Haven't you always
wished you could experience
a live poetry reading, a great
band, beautiful artwork and
a drunken clown all in the
same show? Okay, maybe
not, but Robert Hernandez
seemed to think it was a
good idea and is bringing the
idea to life in Dayton on
Saturday, May 18.
Hernandez is the
founder and editor-in-chief
of Failed Seeker, an underground literary magazine.
The show will celebrate the
release of the first issue of

1

Painting by Donny Jacksc i, intaglio.
posed to do because it's supheavy textures to create
work that is best appreciated posed to be interpreted by
when you are close to it. The each person."
Kivisto strives to "bring
paintings are things you
viewers into my paintings
want to touch.
For Burnett, it's very sim- and become part of what I'm
seeing." Her focus is primariple. "1 do art because 1 feel
ly on colors and textures.
compelled to," he said. "It's
just my form of expression. I She doesn't like to use much
detail in faces or objects. "If
don't like to be lofty about
my art. I'm not a great artist. you show a lot of detail, the
viewer is removed from the
I try to be hunible about
situation. I like to see a lot of
myself," said Burnett.
gesture and energetic brush
Burnett works on very
strokes," she said.
large pieces for eight to 10
"I believe art is supposed
weeks at a time. He primarily
to be beautiful." said Tsaloff.
works with oils. "I try to
"Any
commentary is secondkeep a freshness so it's not
ary. If it fails to engage you
rigid or stale," he said.
it doesn't matter what you're
According to Burnett, "No
trying to say." Tsaloffs focus
one can say what art is sup-

the magazine. Failed Seeker,
while primarily a poetry
magazine, will also feature
essays, opinion pieces and
artwork.
Hernandez is no stranger
to the underground world of
literature. Prior to launching
Failed Seeker, he worked
with Trained Monkey Press,
an underground publishing
company based in Covington,
KY.
The show at Jags is only
the first of what Hernandez
hopes will become a regular
part of the creative scene in
Dayton. "We already have a
regular slot at Jags, and
we're hoping to get one at
Walnut Hills," said

Hernandez. While the plan is
to hav e a variety of performers and different bands each
week, Saturday night's show
will feature the band Onceler, one of Hernandez's
favorites, which originated at
Wright State University. "I'm
their biggest fan," he said.
Once-ler has a heavy
musical style with a
jazz/blues influence, according to Hernandez. Their
lyrics are political with a proenvironment, anti-capitalist
slant. Hernandez calls them
"phenomenal."
Many local poets will be
featured, including The
Guardian's Opinions Editor
Don Bruce and Furaha Henry,

a slam poet on the 2002
Team Dayton.
"I'm trying to make it
really smooth, coordinated
and entertaining for the
audience," Hernandez said of
the upcoming show. While
he does admit to being loose
in his definition of poetry, he
does have very serious
expectations of the artists he
works with.
"I expect a lot from the
poets, especially when they
perform. Putting your soul
on paper is not enough. You
need a work ethic, a stage
presence. I look for writing
that is from the soul, and on
stage it has to be presented
in a way that the audience

will connect with," he said.
The drunken clown will
be the hpsl for the evening.
While Hernandez is professional and takes his work
seriously, he also likes to
have fun. "I'm going for a
real carnival feel with the
show," he said.
The show will be held on
Saturday, May 18, at Jags
(1227 Wilmington Pike in
Kettering). The show starts
at 9 p.m. For more information. call (937) 294-0713.
Hernandez is accepting
submissions for upcoming
editions of Failed Seeker. For
more information, e-mail him
at failedseeker<®killthe
clown.com.
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Dayton- South Sa. n
5730 Springboro Pk.
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Dayion- East Salon
152 Woodman Dr.
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www.aplacetotan.com
Keep Your
Spring Break Tan
Alive!!!

Dayton's
largest Tanning Salon

(Expires 5/21/02)
Regular bed and upgrades available

Dayton's
Largest Tanning Salon

icuiturci Spotlight on alumnus
By Krystle Barker
Staff Writer
"Life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness" is a
phrase that most people
don't consider each day.
People go through theii lives
without reall> appreciating
what they have until those
basic human rights are
threatened.
In the Armed Services
people have the opportunity
to realize what exactly is
meant by the words life and
liberty. In the Navy, the
Army National Guard, the
Marines or the Air Force,
people learn the true meaning of life and liberty.
John F.. Marsh, a 198!)
WSU graduate, has become a
sailor aboard the attack submarine USS Bremerton in
hopes of protecting our
national security. The submarine is a nuclear-powered
vessel capable of diving to

online this w e e k
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depths below 800 feet. The
total weight of the vessel
reaches nearly 7,000 tons.
The Bremerton safeguards
both sailors and weapons
alike and is capable of storing torpedoes. Harpoon missiles and Tomahawk missiles. The Bremerton is a Los
Angeles class submarine.
Surfaced, the submarine can
travel up to 20 knots.
Submerged, it can travel up
to 'J2 knots.
"The most interesting
part of deployment was visiting all of the foreign ports.
I've met people from
Thailand, Australia and
Japan," said Marsh, an eightyear Navy veteran.
People like Marsh have
been protecting and serving
the U.S. for more than 100
years. They protect citizens'
basic rights and liberties by
puiting their own life on the
line. They play a vital and
ongoing role in our society.
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] WSU musical production of Carousel in review

By Krystle Barger
Staff Writer
Wright State's production of Rogers and
Ha.nmerstein's musical.
Carousel, began as a whirlwind of color and sights and
ended with an insight into
the depths of human emotion.
Scene one revealed
everything that the WSU theater students had to offer,
including impressive gymnastics. A revolving stage
added realism to the
carousel and depth to many
scenes during the play.
A bearded lady, dancing
gypsies and jugglers added
to the mix of confusion,
excitement and stage presence that the students conveyed to their audiences.
The mood of happiness
and excitement changes to a
scolding tone as Mrs. Mullin,
played by Andrea Autin,
roughly forbids Julie Jordan
and her close friend Carrie to
ever return to the carousel
after a misunderstanding.
The mood evolves as
Mrs. Mullin informs carousel
barker Billy, portrayed by Ian
Rhodes, of her decision to
bar the girls from the park.
Mrs. Mullin, although not
actually intending to, fires
Billy when he sides with the
girls. Out of pride, the two
part ways.
A quiet moment shared
by Carrie, played by Erin
Walsh Haynes and Julie,
played by Michelle Corey
Peck, lightens the mood.
Carrie reveals to her friend
that she may be in love.
Carrie leaves to go back to
the mill where she and Julie
work and live, however, Julie
stays behind with her newlove interest, Billy, and he
and Julie share a passionate
kiss.
A lighter tone is revealed
as a cheery song featuring
lines like "June is bustin" out
all over" is happily sung by a
large number of cast members. The well-choreographed
dancing adds to the feeling
of goodwill. The musical continues smoothly until the
revelation of Julie's pregnan-

V

cy, when Billy completely
changes his attitude.
Rhodes' skilled vocal
range contributes interest to
an otherwise bland solo
about Billy's unborn child.
I'he r i n g takes a positive
loo' a. "hat his son may
look and act like, but then
takes a different tone as the
possibility of a daughter
enters h.s mind.
Later in the musical, a
town clam bake provides
opportunity for much action
and music.
Afterwards, the men go
on a treasure hunt, which
provides opportunity for
Billy and his hoodlum friend
Jigger to scheme.
The plan doesn't go off

without a hitch. In fact, it
couldn't have turned out
worse for Billy, but by the
end of the musical there •
a sense of resolve for all
the main characters.
Carousel, the last production of the WSU 2001 2002 theatrical season, is an
excellent musical featuring
skilled talent.
Additional performances
will take place on May 16,
17. 18. 23, 24 and 25 at 8
p.m., May 18, 19, 25 and 26
at 3 p.m. and Wednesday,
May 15 at 7 p.m.
Admission is SI7 for
adults and S15 for students.
Box Office hours are Monday
through Friday, noon until 5
p.m. Call 775-2500.

Cast men bers from Carousel perform at WSU.
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1 Singer/songwriter performs in Directing Lab

By Krystal Barger
Staff W r i t e r
lv., !i, earthy music seeps
from Jennifer Daniels' classical twelve-string guitar. The
singer/songwriter will per-

form this week in WSU's
Creative Arts Center
Directing Lab. Her husband,
Jeff Neal, who provides harmonies on the mandolin and
guitar, will accompany her.
Opening for Daniels will be

musician Krislcn Larson, a
WSl> student.
"The Directing Lab Board
is an organization that provides financial opportunities
for students to direct and
produce their own shows. I

saw
Jennifer ii
Louisville
and
er

produced in
I he

Directing
Lab," said
Alyse
Kiltner, a
junior acting major.
Daniels' j t n n i f e r D a n i e l s
roots began
in Lookout
Mountain, TN. Her music features some Celtic roots but
is undeniably folk.
She won Best Songwriter,
Best Acoustic Act, Album of
the Year and Female Vocalist
of the Year at the
Chattanooga Music Awards
in April.
All of her achievements
have given Daniels the
opportunity to co-bill with
such musical acts the Indigo
Girls, Martin Sexton, Jimmie
Dale Gilmore and Goose
Creek Symphony.
Daniels plays music that
tells stories that people can
relate to. Her music is fun
and free-spirited, much like
her background.
Daniels' newest release.
Dive & Fly, was picked by
Performing Songwriter maga-

zine as one of the top 12
independent releases in their
latest issue. The album features her amazing vocal
range and musical ability.
I ler previous independent release, Fists of Flood,
proved to be a learning experience that helped her
progress into the polished
vocalist and musician that
she is today .
"She is comparable to
Ani DiFranco, only she is less
political and has less anger."
said Kittner.
Daniels will perform at 8
p.m. on Wednesday, May 13
in the CAC Directing Lab.
The concert is free, but
donations will be accepted.
Both Dive & Fly and Fists of
Flood will be on sale after the
performance for S15.

B a t t l e of t h e Bands
? T h e College Store
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Sunday, J u n e 9 • 7:30PM!
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IICKECS cr.'aioae at ere benoctsnstein Lenter ucr< umce and Kroger lid-Etmastsr
n i i R « « « ' i i (RUId"siTRfTi i n m n m n f f l u i»&«>«i
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CL'A'MS, WQlfGS
StfRIMP nWD
OYST'-E'K HO'AST'S

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
APPLY WITHIN
WAITRESS. HOSTESS. AND KITCHEN POSITIONS

(937) 434-9464
(937) 434-0293 Fax

453 Miamisburg-Centerville Rd.
Payton. QH 4,54.59
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Sports
Random pants
Track team finis s seventh at HL
about WSU
Wright State's Sports Source.

athletics

By Justin Ross
Sports Editor
You may
be reading
this
secof The
Guardian and come across
our little story about Wright
State being ranked sixth in
the nation for gender equity.
Isn't that just great? I'm sure
we'd love to make sure
everyone in the nation knows
just how good we are at
treating women equally when
it comes to sports.
Hey, do you know what
is better than being ranked
sixth in the nation for gender
equity? Being ranked sixth in
the nation for a sport!
1 don't understand why
our athletic community
seems to keep wanting big
pats on the back for gender
equity when we can't put
together a nationally competitive sports team. I don't care
which team it is. I don't care
if it's not basketball. Those
athletes on the tennis and
golf teams compose a great
group of individual people
and would be fully deserving
of a national ranking. (Note
that I am not implying that
the basketball team does not
deserve national attention.)
All of our WSU athletes
work hard, not just in their
college careers, but for every
year they have been in the
sport, in many cases dating
back to grade school. The
reason I make this distinction is because 1 don't want
the million members of WSU
club teams coming into my
office next week demanding
a story in the sports section
about how they want or need
teammates.
With that said, let me
clear something else up
about our club teams here. If

See "Random" p. 17
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ByJeF c Martin
Stan Writer
The \\ ight State women's
track team wrapped up its
season by finishing seventh
at the Horizon League meet,
which was held at the
Michael Carroll Track and
Field Stadium in
Indianapolis.
The Raiders had a fine
showing in the finals, which"
were held on Friday, May 10
following Thursday's preliminaries. "A lot of people ran
their best times, so that's a
positive. We didn't score
quite as much as we would
have hoped," said sophomore Lori Siconolfi.
Freshman Ashlic Jenkins
shaved .10 off her best time
of the season to take fifth in
the 100m dash with a time
of 12.62. Jenkins did it again
in the 200m dash running
her fastest time of the season, 26. !8, to finish seventh.
Sophomore Lynda

Wourms finished eighth in
the 1300m run with a personal best time of 4:53.45.
Senior Holly liber followed
closely behind coming across
12th with a personal best
time. 4:58.81.
In the 3000m steeplechase Siconolfi finished
nintk with a lime of
12:41.24. After running the
steeplechase she came
through with a 10th place
finish in the 5000m run. She
completed the race in
19:02.68, tying her personal
best. Junior Cecy Kinne
placed 13th in the 5000m
run with a time of 19:23.32.
Sophomore Libby McMaken
and senior Erin Wertalik had
the duty of running the
10,000m run. The duo finished 10th and 14th.
The Raiders 4 by 400m
relay team placed fifth overall with a completing time of
3:59.08.
Sophomore Megan
Wallenhorst placed ninth in

Junior Jennifer Blackford
in the javelin event.
the discus and 10th in the
hammer throw with 34.54m
and 32.90m throws, respectively.
Junior Jennifer Blackford
had a throw of 31.04m in the
javelin event placing her
fourth.
Sophomore Jessica Stanley
placed in three events.
Stanley's best finish came in

i s up to take a throw
the shot put, with a 10.97m
throw, good enough for
tenth place. Stanley placed
13th in both the discus and
hammer throw.
"We are a really young
team. As we get more people
to fill the events and people
with more experience we are
going to do a lot better," said
Siconolfi.

Raiders get big win from Ball State
By Jennifer Martin
Statt Writer
The Wright State
University baseball team
defeated the MAC- leagueleading Ball State University ,
12-10 on Wednesday, May 8.
The Raiders rallied in the
ninth, scoring seven and taking the lead for the first time
in the game. Sophomore
Aaron Braden got the call in
the ninth to stop a Cardinals
come back.
"We played really well.
We hung around 'till the late
inning then we just turned it
up a notch," said freshman
right fielder Ty Brown.
The offense in the ninth
started off with a lead off
walk that placed Brown on
first. Then, junior center
fielder Kofi Gyimah and sen-

ior third baseman
Jake Hart hit backto-back singles,
loading the bases.
Senior catcher Nick
Shields received a
walk, scoring one.
Senior first
man Lance Links
then approached
the plate driving a
single into left center, scoring two.
sophomore Kevin
Bohman (pinch runner) and Gyimah.
Freshman designatSenior Nick Shields blasts a h o m e run in Tuesday's game.
ed hitter Bryan
Photo by Justin Garman
Vickers then singled
a bunt up the midstarted on the mound for the
The inning winded down
dle, loading the bases.
Raiders. Stephens went six
after that but not before a
Sophomore left fielder
innings, giving up seven runs
two-run double to left-center
Matt Barhorst made the first
on ten hits, while striking
by Bill Johnson.
out of the inning with a sacSenior Brain Stephens
See "Win" p. 16
rifice fly that scored Shields.
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WSU ranked sixth in nation tor
providing equal opportunities
lyJattatea
Sports H u .
In an issue of (7.S. News
and World Report on March
18, Wright State University
was ranked sixth among all
division one schools in the
NCAA for providing athletic
oportunities for women.
The ranking was configured on a "fairness factor"
with a graph that illustrated
Wright State's female student-athlete population was
1.9 percent higher than its
female portion of the student body. Wright State was
also one of only 12 Division
One NCAA schools to be
ranked in positive figures.

WSU was also one of two
Ohio schools on the list, with
the University of Cincinnati
being ranked fifth.
Drexel University was the
national le;>
for gender
equity. Drexel had a fairness
factor of +5.3.
School,
% females in student body.
% female student-athletes
1. Drexel U.
43.9,+5.3
2. GA Ins. of Tech 33.7, +5.1
3. Murray State
59.5, +2.3
4. Tennessee Tech. 48.2, +2.3
5. U. of Cincinnati 49.8, +2.1
6. WSU
57.5, +1.9
7. Bradley U.
54.8,+1.6
8. Kansas State
48.3,+1.2

Lmda McCartney's

Raider Profile

A

Quincy Jones
"ophomore, Men's Tennis
Firestone/Akron, OH

Birthday:
N o v e m b e r 16, 1 9 8 1
Major:
Creative writing
Nickname: Q
Why you chose
WSU:
"For the money."
Favorite sport
besides tennis:
Baseball
Favorite tennis
player:
Marcelo Rios
Favorite athlete:
Allen Ive-son
Favorite sports
team: None
Favorite court:
F l u s h i n g M e a d o w s in
N e w York
F a v o r i t e a c t o r : Van

Disel
Favorite a c t r e s s :
Angelina Joile
Favorite Movie:

Usual suspect
Favorite TV s h o w :
Rap City

Favorite musician:
Joe Buddons
Favorite song:
"Will always love Big
Papa" by Lox
Last CD purchased:
Rebirth
of Kirk
Franklin
Favorite food:
General Tso's chicken
Favorite drink:
Peach daquaris
Favorite restaurant:
Johnny Rockets
Favorite ice c r e a m
flavor:
Rocky Road
Best book you've
read:
The Bible
Pet peeve:
"People who don't

k e e p it r e a l . "
Most memorable
m o m e n t in t e n n i s :
" W i n n i n g the MCC
championship my
freshman year."
Most embarrassing
moment:
"Swinging and missing on an overhead."
Part of y o u r g a m e
that needs improvement:
Concentration
Best part of y o u r
game:
Shot making ability
Where do you see
yourself in ten
years:
"Making music."
Four people you'd
invite to dinner:
Clyive Davis, Jennifer
Lopez, Carson Daly
and Maia Campbell

SPONSORED'BY;

"Win" continued
out four batters. Four other
pitchers would pitch in the
game. Together they gave up
three runs on four hits and
combined for three Strikeouts.
"The bullpen came in
and pitched well against Bali

Slate, so it gives them some
confidence... so that will help
them too," said Brown.
On the game the Raiders
offense totaled for 14 hits
and 11 RBI's. Links led the
offense going three of five
with two runs and four RBIs
and his 10th homerun of the
season.

FOR THE THRILL OF YOUR LIFE
AT
^

ADMISSION: Stndent&tw-.wjthiui: $ 8

937-223-4ART

www.daytonartinstitiite.org

iJF.EBNE COUNTS

40* y.-iir* «'f ..jvrf.ua

WSU Students Special!
13.000 Ft. Tandem
Tande Skydive
Call 957-572-0700 to
make your reservation today1
www.skydiveohio.com
-Dbcounl offered Mon.-Kri. -Nluvl brine WSl' student I.I).
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Gyimah and Vickers both
went two of five at bat with
one run each. Freshman
shortstop Braden Osborne
was two of five with two
runs. Senior 1'om i ohr went
one in five including his first
homerun of the season.
The baseball game
against Ohio University
scheduled for May 7 was canceled due to rain.
The Raiders are now 1629 on the season. The
Raiders will be at home this
week hosting a doubleheader
on May-14, against Bowling
Green State University at 3
p.m. and Eastern Kentucky at
6:30 p.m. Then on
Wednesday the Raiders will
host Miami for a 3 p.m.
game. The Raiders wrap up
the week and their regular
season this weekend with a
Florizon League conference
series at Cleveland State.
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Season ends for softball

"Random" continued

ay Matt

The Horizon League
Softball tournament began
last Thursday as Wright State
hosted the event around the
Dayton area. The Raiders
came into the tournament as
a number four seed. Their
stay in the tournament was
short-lived as they lost to
number five seeded
Cleveland State 4-2 and 5-0
to Youngstown State. On
Saturday, the University of
Illinois-Chicago Flames won
the tournament in an 8-1 victory over the Bulldogs of
Butler.
First round action kicked
off Thursday at University of
Dayton's Stuart Field as the
Raiders took on the Vikings
of Cleveland State. CSU put a
run up in the first inning to
take the early load.
However, the Raiders
took a 2-i lead in the second. With a runner on first,

senior first baseman Amber
Kolle pounded a double to
deep right center field to put
runners on second and third.
Sophomore second baseman
Becky Babin then stepped to
the plate and hit an RBI sac
fly. Soph nore center fielder
Amand,. Rutnerford then
knocked an RBI single to
bring Kolie across home
plate.
CSU came back to tie the
game at 2-2 in the fourth.
Then in the seventh, CSU,
with the help of some Raider
errors went on to score the
go-ahead run and an extra
insurance run to seal the
deal.
Junior Kristin Bultinck
allowed just five hits and
struck out six as she
received a tough loss.
On Friday morning at
Kettering Fairmont High
School, Wright State took on
Youngstown State in the
loser's bracket. The Raiders
season ended on this day as
the Penguins chilled the

Raiders' offense in a 5-0 victory- Bultinck once again
pitched the whole game for
the Raiders in a loss.
Sophomore Erin Hanlon
had two hits. However the
Raiders were unable to
muster up any runs.
Commenting on the
team's performance was
Babin, "we stuck together as
a team, but things just didn't
fall for us."
WSU end's their season
with an 11 -26 record. On a
positive note, five Raiders'
were recognized to the
Horizon League all-conference team. Four of those five
were chosen to the second
team.
It includes senior right
fielder Maria Barhorst, senior
third baseman Amber Price,
Bultinck and freshman designated player Stephanie Salas.
Salas, along with junior
catcher Laura Workman were
named to the Horizon
League All-Newcomer Team.

Behind the Numbers at The Guardian:
Number of...
...Complaints and hate mail from last issue:
...Complaints about the sports section:
...Guardian employees who have tickets to
first showing of Star Wars episode II:
...Cats caught this week by Editor-in-Chief (Alf):
...Sports staff returning next year:
...Copy editors needlessly working on this issue:

8
3
2
1
2
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you do some big tournament
involving multiple schools
and you do well, let The
Guardian know about it.
There are a hundred of your
teams and we have really no
way of finding out about it.
'">n, if we have space,
with these last two
here is a high chance
we will place a story
o.
I have had a few
insta es where I had a good
d u b story but I couldn't
make it fit anywhere in the
section until it had lost timeliness.
Also, before you c ome in
here, ask yourself whether or
not your club ad, ivity is really a sport or nc 1.1 know
there are some clubs where
you do some cool things but
they may not be sports. If all
you do is hike through the
woods, we don't care and

Auto-Tech ® 864-7380

10%

SW0 DAYTON RD. (RT. 4441
< I HUE LAST OFU».-|>

W6t

- Free unlimited Mileage on one-way rentals
- New, c'ean, top-maintained models. All sizes.
- A/C and automatic transmission
- Convenient coast-to-coast locations.
- Road service, around the clock, 7 days a week.

(937)-426-6612

1-800-222-0277

Must present this ad and your student I.D. to receive the discount.
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MAINTENANCE TUNE-UP SERVICE
4 Cyl. S33.95
nc

6 Cyl
8 Cyl
'

S

46.95

- NEW PLUGS
- INSPECT WIRES
CAP & MOTOR
-CHECK AND ADJUST
MOST SETTINGS

LUBE, OIL & FILTER

$1895
ONLY

(Truck* and V»r*
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DISC BRAKE SPECIAL

$6995

COMPUTER BALANCE & TIRE ROTATION :

$2250

Don V wail until the last minute.
Resen t1 vour truck today!

(937)-227-7003

NEW AND USED TTRF.S
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New fro* ate
ROCS

DISCOUNT

©

"Complete Auto Repair"

Rent a truck from Penske and get a 10% discount on the time and
mileage charge lor your next daily or one-way rental.

Penske Truck Rental is offering the students of
Wright State a

neither will anybody else
who reads The Guardian.
But if you do some 20
mile competitive hike
through the woods facing
some dangerous conditionsthat is interesting, and you
should let us know. This is
sometimes a difficult distinction for some people.
Anybody can get lost in the
woods. Fewer people can
wade through a rumbling
river, shoot a deer, then drag
its corpse back to the finish
line before anyone else. I just
want to make this clear.
So, a quick review. If you
do sport, meaning there is a
competitive aspect involved,
and you do something
important in the world of
your club sport, let us know.
If it is just a group of your
friends doing Tae Bo in the
Student Union, good for you,
but we are not going to cover
it.

AND ROTATED
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Responsibility of recruiting in good hands
By JMBBS

Far ttw GanRan
It's the pari of coaching
most people don't see. II can
build a championship team.
It can give a team a bad reputation. This is ihe world of
division-one college recruiting. A never-ending process
vital for any team's success
on and off the court. How
do the athlete's get to Wright
State? Talk to the experts.
"A lot of our recruiting is
done through the big club
tournaments," said Joylynn
Tracy, head coach of WSU's
volleyball team.
The club tournaments
run from January through
June and feature girls who
choose to continue playing
volleyball after the high
school season ends. It turns
out to be a popular place for
college coaches seeking the
serious players. "You know

the clubs with good reputations and you can find a lot
of players lhal way."
The men's basketball
team is another spori that
uses summer tournaments to
find athletes. "We attend a
lot of summer events and
come away with new names
to put on the recruiting
.. *s," said Clay Nunley,
WSU's assistant men's baske' ball coach. The months
of May, June and July are full
of \mateur Athletic Union
(AAU) basketball tournaments which feature all-star
teams from not only the US,
but from all around the
world.
"There are a number of
different ways we find our
players," said Nunley.
"Sometimes they will contact
us first. Or we also have
contacts with high school
coaches who refer us to their
own players or players they
have played against."
Fred Jefferson, head
coach of WSU's golf program

likes the previous two ways.
"The way we find out
about a lot of kids is through
referrals." said Jefferson.
"We also gel a lot of players
through unsolicited ir'«rest—them contactin
first."
Player referrals to
Jefferson come to him
through high school coai.
his current players, and
other people he trusts.
Jefferson really likes to
recruit players that have a tie
to one of his current players.
"It tends to cut down on
homesickness. Especially for
the kids who are coming a
long way from home," added
Jefferson.
A recruiting source the
volleyball and basketball
teams use is becoming a
large business. "The primary
way we recruit would be
through scouting services,"
said Nunley. There are a
large, number of scouting
services on the market today

for almost all sports.
However, High school
student-alhletes looking to
catch the eye of college
coaches should be careful
about throwing (heir money
into the hands of a scouting
service. Many of today's
scouting services charge high
school athletes in exchange
for exposure and promotion.
The coaches at WSU tend to
avoid these services as the
player's payment can sometimes lead to possible player
bias within the publication.
"We use the scouting
services ,hat we pay for,"
said Tracy.
A1 of Ihe coaches
stressed the importance of a
recruit's ability in academics
and in people skills. An athlete with a poor attitude can
cause a team to underachieve, or even permanently
hurl a program's image.
"We really try to spend a
lot of time with the kids and
their parents. 1 like to think

how they treat their parents
is an indication of how
they'll treat me." said Tracy.
"i try to look at the caliber of the individual," said
Jefferson. "I also like to see
how a kid responds in spontaneous conversation. His
reaction, his comments. But
il comes down to a gut feeling."
The basketball team
takes it a little further.
"The first thing we do
when we are interested in a
kid is talk to people who
know him. We talk to guidance counselors, other coaches, scouting service writers—anyone who knows the
player," said Nunley.
Nunley also emphasized
Ihe importance of just
observing a player in competition.
"You can tell a lot by
just watching a kid play.
Docs he have a passion for
the game? Is he wc". liked?
Is he a people-person? Any
other parts you can find over
the phone."

—AVOID W A I T I N G IX L I N E OKDEH VOlTR PARKINC; PERMIT T H R O U G H
RAIDER EXPRESS
C A L L R A I D K K K X P R K S S A T (1K5T) T T o - M O O
C H O O S K O P T I O N #6, T I I E U A I D K R E X P R E S S V O I C E W I L L
Gl'IDE YOl' TIIROrCiH THE
PARKING; P E R M I T APPLIC ATION:
RE SI R E T O WAIT I ' N T I L VOI R O R D E R IS C O N F I R M E D
B E F O R E I I A N C w I N C i I P.
Y O I R PARKIXC; P E R M I T WILL RE S E N T TO YOl* BY MAIL!

Y O U C H O O S E , W A I T I X LIIVE O R
M A K E A T E L E P H O N E C ALL!!!
PARKINS AND TRANSPORTATION El38 STUDENT UNION, (937) 775-5690,
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 8:30 AM- 5 PM
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Classifieds
Emptoymant
Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn S1000-S2000 with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising
event. Does not involve
credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit

SI4.IS base-appt. guaranteed starting pay.
Fun work environment
with other students. 10-40
hours/week around classes/other job. Co-ops/
Scholarships awarded, conditions exist. Customer
service/sales, no telemarketing. no door-to-door
sales. No experience necessary, we train. Must have
positive atritude and good
people skills.
www.workforstudents.com
Call Monday-Friday, 11-6,
937-436-3580
Wanted Webcam
Broadcaster.
Like those seen on voyeur
sites. Paid Weekly. Choose
ow n hours. No Fees. Earn
S25 + Hourly. Start
Immediately.
1-885-657-2294
http://buzzcams.net
Dependable Care Provider
Needed for 13 & 11 yr. old
girls in my Centerville/
Washington Township
home. Jun-Aug. Typical
hours 8:30am- 5:30pm.
Needcare on Thursdays &
Fridays. Additional days
and months available, if
desired. Must have own
car. Benefits: Good pay,
low maintainance girls,
neighborhood poolaccess.
Call 885-4877

Native Spanish teacher
offers Spanish classes,
any level and with
facilities.
Phone: (937) 427-7374.
ATTENTION
Start Immediately
Safely Corp. expanding
into area. 8Ft-PT positions,
No exp. Nec. If you're not
making S5.50/wk Call
Now! 937-312-1676
BABYSITFER WANTED for
the summer, possibly next
fall. Have a toddler and
infant, home in
Beavercreek close to WSU.
Experience and references,
please. Call Heidi Menke at
431-5363.

FOP
Ford Taurus, 1990, new
tires. Call Xaviere
775-6954
1992 Taurus. Runs Great.
No Rust. $1800 or make
offer. 937- 898- 1825

For
See now rent for 20022003, apartments available
August 1! University of
Dayton-MVH
Neighborhood. Three, two
and one bedrooms available. Quiet neighborhood,
Central air, Washer &
Dryer Hook ups, Central
parking lot, close to route
35. Cheaper than the
dorms and campus housing. Contact Merrill 3695339

Cimarron Woods - Walk to
Campus -2-br unit and one
basement available for Fall
2002. Reserve now. No
application fee. Office at
1396 Cimarron. (937) 3201355.

„

—
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• > a Iking distance to WSU,
Lane. 937-879-5184
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] www.tattotech.com
$5.00 off
|
53S0 Spnngtooro Pk
any tattoo or piercing • (2 M ies North C Ojitnr. Math

GRAN RIO MEXICAN RESTAURANT
49 E. Dayton-Yellow Springs Rd.

Wouldn'^ your
ad look g r e a t
here?

Sorvfcss
Abortion thru 24 weeks.
Free pregnancy test. 1401
E. Stroop Road. 293-3917.
www.womensmcdccnter.com

878-050P

$2 OFF LIWCH
$3 OFF DINNER
Purchase of S5.95 or more. "
Not_valid_witl^any_pther_discounts o^sjjecials^

'f en Flight Limcusme
For all occasions
Friday Night Special!
6 hours for only
$38011
10 passangers. 24 hour service.

298-0080

5350 Springboro Pike, Moraune, OH 45439

To make a prairie, it takes
a clover and a bee. Happy
birthday to you, Yonca.
Your bee.

immediate opening for part-time
position. Must be able to ivo--k
mornings or afternoons and
weekends. Apply in person or
mail to:
Towne and Country Animal Clinic
801 N. Broad St.
Fairborn, OH 45324

mmr
t A I T O P S

I f i t m ,

Roommate Needed for 2
bedroom apartment in the
Highlands Complex. Very
Nice. 1/2 mile from Wright
-State University. Call Jason
at 201-2566 for details.

W

Radiant Colors 2f 13od? Piercing

T A T O O TECH

«

MWVHI/

www.theguapdlanonline.com

Ground
$ 9 . 0 0 per hour a s a Package Handler!
Earn $9.00 an hour to start!
Tuition Assistance available a f t e r 30 days!
Weekends o f f !

Work up to 26 hours per week!
1 Early morning or evening shift available!
Advancement Opportunities available!
Must be 18 years old to apply!
Apply in person or visit our web site:

BODY PIERCING
A N D TF.WFJLRY

M-F. 8-4 pm
FedEx ground

767-7 144

www.fedex.com

I I S CLEM ST. YELLOW
MHINtiS

I
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El DIABLO LOUNGE
?
& Club DNA

News-Readers
BOOKSTORE
Ma^azinca, Books. M a p s
ic
('.real Uanl Book. N n l Door
4 W

M A I N ST. F A I R B O R N
879-4444

I (79) P A I W T B A L L
Fields * Rentals * Sales * Service

135E. 2ND ST DOWNTOWN DAYTOfl 331 -9096
www.eldiablolounge.com
F R E E a d m i s s i o n 18 & u p
w i t h M i l i t a r y / C o l l e g e I.D.
Every Thurs. (Latin)
& Fri. N i g h t s ( T o p 4 0 D a n c e )

Only $25.00
Field Pass Only SI0.00

THEGUARDIANONLINE

Grepi Job Opportunities!!
MfrtngSU* m Pan nm» HOW ~Kf Fufl- "m» Dunng Sumtn :r • *>*««•

Flexible Hows & GREAT PAY II
We offer 10-40+ hours/week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

T A K E B A C K T H E N I G H T M A R C H
8 p m Forest Lane Community Center
W o m e n take b a c k t h e n i g h t a n d m a r c h through the W S I J c a m p u s to s p c a l
out against s e x u a l assault a n d the r e s u l t i n g fear that limits \* o m e n ui o u r
s o c i e t y . S i g n - m a k i n g for t h e m a r c h b e g i n s at 7p»n in t h e Forest l a n e
C o m m u n i t y C e n t e r . T h e m a r c h will e n d w i t h a sym1>olic n a m e b u r n i n g
w h e r e m e n w h o s u p p o r t t h e fight against s e x u a l assault will j o i n w i t h t h e
w o m e n f r o m t h e m a r c h for an o p e n d i s c u s s i o n .

1 in A w o m e n a n d 1 in 12 m e n w i l l b e r a p e d in t h e i r l i f e t i m e . *
Sexual Assault Affects Everyone
For »n*»rc information, contact the Office of Stu.tent I ifc. xSS '«>.
• Ihf H A C O f l K A O A M \ « A IV.I FUIKMMI N a o u t k

$6.50 -$10.00/Hour

1-800-283-5511
Located Here in Dayton, J u s t
Minutes from C a m p u s ! !

We Also Have Facilities in Other Cities, Call lis!

No tAprricncr \rccssnry. Train in one facility during and work in another during
summer break. We offer Schedule Flexibility. Start training NOW.

Schedule an Interview A.S.A.P. Bring a Friend !

Isn't it time for some new wheels?
Go on you deserve it!

Take advantage of already great manufacturer incentives

Plus, White-Allen will pay your first payment...
as a graduation gift from us to you.

Audi A s s u r e d

Cowieo l"rc OuncO Can

648 N. Springboro Pike
Mlamlsburg. OH 45449
phone 291-6000

I

Call today tor details!

